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Gone are the days when hotels were just the means of getting accommodation and food on
payment when travelling away from home. Trends have changed and the hotels nowadays are
synonymous with luxury, opulence, superiority, aesthetic decor and of course, stunning architecture.
The hotels, nowadays, are like homes away from home which offer all basic facilities and amenities
along with other world-class provisions and services that you usually donâ€™t find in your home. The
French capital is no exception. In fact, you can find luxury hotels in Paris more than any other city
across the world. The city occupies a high position when it comes to the existence as well as recent
development of luxury hotels.

The 5 star hotels in Paris provide their guests with the latest world class facilities to enjoy the
highest standards of luxury and lavishness when they are in city on a leisure vacation or a business
trip. Paris is regarded as one of the most luxurious cities in the world. Therefore, the luxury hotels
are present in Paris at almost all major locations. Some more popular regions and city centres have
a good number of hi-definition hotels. There are various ranges in which luxury is offered ensuring
that each guest enjoys the boon of these hotels. The services offered in a luxury room include a
king size bed with high standard linens, big TV screens, air-conditioners, lavish bath, private
balcony, 24 hour internet services, phone service, coffee or tea maker and all other basic things that
you can think of.

The classic luxury hotels in Paris offer a medieval flavoured experience to their guests. Right from
their architecture to interiors, decor and hospitality, these hotels are all set to preserve the traditions
and customs of French culture. Different hotels have different types of set ups and policies. The
basic amenities remain the same. The difference can be found in their decor, room size,
sumptuousness and level of services. More expensive hotels provide the higher level of
sophistication. They may also offer welcome amenities, electronic or magnetic keys, hair dryer,
climate control bathrobes, makeup mirrors and pay movies. They also have world class spa facilities
offering a number of services for singles and couples.
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